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APPENDICES 
 

1. Synopsis of Novel The Turn of The Screw 

 

On Christmas day, people gathered around to hear the story of a dead 

governess with who Douglas was fallen in love. He kept over the script of her tale for 

twenty years. Later, the script was narrated by other people since Douglas has goen to 

heaven before he could do it. 

The story began with The Governess without a name accepted the job by a 

gentleman in Harley Street. The job description wanted her to take care of his wards, 

Miles and Flora who have been orphaned since their parents died in India. The 

gentleman already provided a separate house in Bly Manor for the rest of them. On 

the first day, The Governess was greeted by Mrs. Grose, the housekeeper; later she 

introduced Flora to her and that was her first time seeing such a ravishing little girl in 

life. 

She savored the early days in Bly until one night, a male shadow over the 

tower came up. The two of them were exchanging glare which scares the governess 

enough. He kept haunting her for a couple of days which resulted in a question to Mrs. 

Grose about him. She figured out if he is Peter Quint, the passed-on worker/valet there. 

She knew if he was not a decent man according to the informant. Besides that, she 

was facing a problem with Miles’ being dropped out of school. 

Having not finished with previous problems, another threat interfered with her 

again; which this time from a woman figure’s in black. This time, she immediately 

dug an answer from Mrs. Grose about her. Turns out, she was Rebecca Jessel, her 

foregoer. Now, the mystery that had been held by the house for so long slowly 
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untangle. At the same time, she realized the kids always acting strangely in front of 

her, she wondered if might be they saw them as well. 

Somehow, she was in doubt to ask the children about the apparitions in the 

house. The intentions of Jessel and Quint were easily read by The Governess. She 

identified the bogeys about to possess her wards and sure enough, it might be taken 

away their soul since that is what devils aiming for. Sometimes, she lose the track of 

kids since they usually sneaked out at night and left her bewildered about their location. 

Tired of the children’s manners, she decided to send their uncle’s letter about 

it. After that, the days spent with Flora and Miles kept going on like usual. She got 

closer to Miles along with the development of intense conversation between them. On 

a certain day, The Governess spotted that Flora was missing and Miles was with Quint. 

The strategy to control the kids’ bodies finally succeed by the evils, at least one of 

them. 

The Governess and Mrs. Grose looked out for Flora first. How shocking for 

The Governess, when she noticed by the lake Flora was with Flora. She tried so hard 

to make Flora admit if she talking to Jessel, but the little girl refused to say a word to 

The Governess. Flora begged for Mrs.Grose to bring her as far away from her 

governess. Later, Miles searched for her little sister. 

Miles and The Governess were left alone after Flora’s demand to send her 

back to Harley Street. This was the only opportunity for The Governess to put Miles 

on the spot about everything. The young boy revealed all about himself to her which 

caused her a feeling of joy, tragically, Quint was taking over his soul till this boy had 

to go to heaven very soon. 
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2. Biography of Henry James 

 

Henry James was born on April 15th, 1843, in New York. He came from a 

financially-stable family that goes deep into the literature. He was the second child of 

the couple Henry James Sr and Mary Robertson Walsh. His father was American, 

while his mother was Irish-Scottish. He had two siblings named William and Alice 

James, who was known as an author as well. 

He started to like literature from a very young age. Even so, he graduated from 

Harvard Law of School and chose to pursue working in the literary field. His first 

works was a short story published in 1864 with the title A Tragedy of Error in New 

York Continental Monthly. He wrote three genres of fiction literature, such as a novel, 

novella, and short story. Besides that, he fonded of writing non-fiction works like 

biography, autobiography, traveling writing. James also went back and forth to 

America and Europe while making a progress for his masterpiece which resulted in 

having such a wide perception of people around him. 

After releasing the short story, he created another work, a novel entitled 

Roderick Hudson in 1875. Then, two years later, in 1877, he made The American. 

After that, followed by his achievement in receiving international fame by a short 

story Daisy Miller in 1878 along with a novel The Europeans. He became popular for 

his attraction to the woman’s behavior which he put into words by his masterpieces 

in 1881 The Portrait of a Lady and Washington Square, 

Around 1886, he launched two works The Bostonians and The Princess 

Casamassima. Both of them were talking about man’s rights in the era of revolution. 

He showed his best in composing horror stories such as The Turn of The Screw (1898) 

and The Best in The Jungle (1903). As the century changed, he jotted down a story 
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that show a more realistic side like The Wings of The Dove (1902), The Ambassador 

(1903), The Golden Bowl (1904). 

James had never been heard involved in a relationship with a woman before, 

as he even remained single until his death. However, he had such a strong connection 

with other novelists and was praised for his skill in socializing. His life ended in 

London on February 28th, 1916, due to pneumonia. He left so many worth jewels 

behind after his death which people look into and made as examples of a good work. 


